Inverclyde Council
Policy on School Transport

INVERCLYDE COUNCIL
EDUCATION, COMMUNITIES AND ORGANISATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
POLICY ON THE PROVISION OF
SCHOOL TRANSPORT

1.

Introduction

1.1

Inverclyde Council’s school transport policy aims to assist parents in
their responsibility of ensuring that their child attends school and on
time by providing free transport in line with that required by legislation.

1.2

This policy updates the previous 2020 version and takes account of
any necessary changes throughout the year. The policy may be
reviewed annually as agreed by the Council’s Education and
Communities Committee in September 2019.

1.3

Under Section 42 of the Education (Scotland) Act 1980, a local
authority must provide free transport or such other arrangements for all
primary pupils who live more than 2 miles from their local catchment
school and to all pupils over age 8 who live more than 3 miles from
their local catchment school. In exceptional circumstances pupils living
within these mileage restrictions may be granted temporary access to
school transport for example, pupils suffering from ill health, child
protection issues or problematic family circumstances.

1.4

Inverclyde Council’s policy enhances this offer by reducing the
qualifying distances required by law.

1.5

The Council provides transport by working with Strathclyde Partnership
for Transport (SPT) in order that it can provide the most effective, safe
and economical use of resources through the close monitoring of
contracts.

2.

Inverclyde Council’s policy on school transport

2.1

Inverclyde Council’s policy on free school transport is more generous
than that required by statute, as set out in paragraph 1.3 above.

2.2

Free school transport is defined as:





Through a dedicated contract bus which collects and drops off at a
bus stop;
Through providing a bus pass on a local bus service;
A train/travel pass;
A taxi or private hire car, minibus or ferry; or
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2.3

Inverclyde Council’s own transport vehicles.

The Council will provide free home to school transport where a pupil:


lives more than 1 mile away from their catchment primary school
(by the shortest acceptable walked route);



lives more than 2 miles away from their catchment secondary
school (by the shortest acceptable walked route). In these
circumstances, free transport will be by either a dedicated bus
service or the provision of a bus pass or transport grant;



lives between 1-2 miles from their catchment secondary school
and is entitled to clothing grant/free school meal.
In this
instance this will be provided in the form of a bus pass or
transport grant;



has been recommended, on health grounds, by a designated
medical officer who deems school transport to be essential to
the wellbeing of the pupil;



has been assessed to attend a particular school or specialist
provision to meet his or her additional support needs. The
assessment will be in line with the Council’s policy on additional
support needs. Transport escorts will be provided on vehicles
carrying children with additional support needs;



has to walk a route which is considered by the authority to be an
unacceptable walked route, even when accompanied by an
adult. This may relate, for example to unlit rural roads or roads
without adequate pavements;



lives in Inverclyde and is placed by the Council in a school or
provision outwith Inverclyde;



cannot be provided with a place at his or her local school due to
the school reaching its pupil capacity. In this case they will be
provided with free transport to an alternative school nominated
by the authority (usually the next nearest), if it complies with the
criteria for walking distances. This will be provided until such
time as a place becomes available at the local catchment
school;



is decanted to another school building as part of the School
Estates Strategy; or;



resides in Inverclyde and is attending a
establishment offering Gaelic medium education.

secondary
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2.4

In the case of a child who attends a school through a placing request,
the authority will not provide free transport.

2.5

A pupil attending an early years setting will not normally be provided
with free transport except in circumstances where:


they have additional support needs and will benefit from
attendance;

or


where in rural areas privilege seats are available.

2.6

Free transport would normally cover a return journey each school day:
to school in the morning and to home at the end of the school day.
Some pupils will wish to return home for lunch and in these cases
parents will be required to make their own arrangements.

2.7

Arrangements may be made by schools to cover pupils taking part in
activities outwith the course of the normal school day. The costs of
additional transport accrued because of extra–curricular provision
would not normally be met by the Council.

2.8

Where a secondary pupil attends another school as part of the
Council’s consortium arrangements, the Council will provide transport
between the pupil’s school and the consortium school.

3.

Measurement of distance

3.1

The Council uses the Geographic Information System (GIS) on an
ongoing basis to measure the distance from a pupil’s home to their
catchment school and vice versa.

3.2

The measurement of distance is taken from house gate or pavement
heel and then by the shortest acceptable walked route to the school
gate (this will be the nearest school gate if a school has more than one
entrance).

3.3

For pupils who qualify for free school transport, they may be required to
walk a reasonable distance from home to the transport pick-up point
but this will not exceed 1 mile for primary school pupils and 2 miles for
secondary school pupils.
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4.

Acceptable walked routes

4.1

The Council identifies acceptable walked routes to and from a pupil’s
catchment school which helps us measure the distance to and from a
pupil’s school and their home.

4.2

The initial assessment of an acceptable route identifies a route which is
maintained and kept open to the public by the Council. This includes
roads, footpaths, or other tracks of an acceptable width where public
access is permitted.

4.3

Inverclyde Council has additional criteria that the route must be lit by
public lighting. Therefore, if a route is on a maintained hardstanding
pathway and is lit then it is considered to be an acceptable walked
route to school. Where the acceptable walked route includes a
requirement for the crossing of a road, which does not have a
supported crossing, an assessment of traffic flow and visibility is
carried out in line with the guidance to ensure pupils have sufficient
opportunity to cross the road.

4.4

The identification of an acceptable route is undertaken following an
assessment which is informed by the guidance on Acceptable Walked
Routes to School prepared by Road Safety West of Scotland. If there is
no acceptable walked route to the school using the above criteria, the
Council will provide free transport.

5.

Privilege passes

5.1

A ‘privilege seat’ may be available where spare capacity exists in a
vehicle and can be allocated without the authority incurring any
additional costs.

5.2

If spare seats exist on dedicated school transport vehicles, a child who
does not meet the walking distance criteria may be granted a privilege
seat. Parents will be charged the equivalent bus pass rate.

5.3

If spare seats exist on dedicated transport vehicles, a child attending a
school by virtue of a placing request (who would not normally qualify
for free transport) may still be granted a privilege seat. Again, parents
will be charged the equivalent bus pass rate.

5.4

Privilege seats, where available, are allocated by ballot with every
applicant having an equal chance of success.

5.5

Parents who attempt to obtain a privilege seat by providing false
information, or who have previously failed to pay for a seat will not be
included in future ballots.
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6.

Subsidised transport

6.1

There may be rare circumstances where the Council will provide
secondary pupils with a subsidised transport service. This could be
where there is a lack of public service routes for part of the journey,
below the qualifying distances of two miles and only where it is cost
effective to do so.

6.2

The provision of subsidised transport is kept under review and is
dependent on there being sufficient demand for this provision. If there
is no demand, the Council reserves the right to withdraw the service.

6.3

Where a subsidised transport service is provided, parents will be
charged, in advance and at the start of each term, at a cost equivalent
to a bus pass on a service route.

6.4

If a parent has more than one child at a school using a subsidised
route, the Council will provide a payment plan for parents, should they
wish to reserve places on the subsidised route.

7.

Transport for pupils with additional support needs

7.1

Inverclyde Council has a policy of presumption of mainstream
education and holds the view that children should be educated at their
local school wherever possible. However, the Council will, through the
Additional Support Needs (ASN) forum place children in Craigmarloch
School, the Garvel Centre or other appropriate base or unit if it is felt
their additional support needs can be better met in these settings.

7.2

Inverclyde Council recognises that some pupils with additional support
needs require assistance with travel due to the nature of their
disabilities, whether or not they live within the statutory walking
distance of their school. In these cases a decision as to whether
transport should be provided is assessed through the ASN forum,
taking the following into account:
 Mobility – does the child have a physical or medical difficulty that
rules out the use of public transport or suitable public transport is
not available (e.g., wheelchair users or children who require
specialist seating arrangements)?
 Sensory Impairment– Does the child have a sensory impairment
that rules out the use of public transport? Would the child be at
serious risk of danger if they were not to be transported?
 Vulnerability – Consideration will be given to the age and
additional support needs of the child. Are the additional support
needs of the child so significant that they would be deemed
vulnerable or at serious risk of danger if they were to use public or
5
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other transport? In general, this category applies to pupils with
severe learning difficulties or severe autism.
 Distance – Would it be unreasonable to expect the child to walk to
school or undertake the journey by public transport due to its length
and/or complexity?
7.3

The Council will always aim to provide a dedicated bus service in the
first instance, with a transport escort for children who attend these
settings. This service will collect a pupil from their registered address
and take them to school, returning from school to their home at the end
of the day.

7.4

In certain situations, transport by taxi is considered where it is more
financially viable for Inverclyde Council to do so.

7.5

Where a pupil attends a school outside Inverclyde, support with travel is
only provided where the pupil has been placed in that school by
Inverclyde Council. Where a pupil attends a school as a result of a
placing request, transport is not normally provided.

7.6

Inverclyde Council only considers the provision of transport where it has
been demonstrated that the needs of the child warrants this level of
involvement.

8.

Transport escorts

8.1

Where Inverclyde Council has decided that it is necessary to provide
transport, it may provide an escort to supervise the pupil’s journey.

8.2

When determining if an escort should be arranged for a pupil who
qualifies for support with home to school transport, Inverclyde Council
considers the health and safety risks involved with the journey.
Consideration is always be given to the age and needs of the child. For
example, if a child suffers from an acute physical disability requiring
continuous medical support and attention, an escort would be authorised.
Or where the size and composition of a group being transported together
are such that an escort is required – for example, groups of pupils of
significantly differing ages or difficulties.

9.

Journeys for which transport will not be provided

9.1

Transport is not provided for hospital, medical, social services or dental
appointments before, during and after school. In general, parents are
responsible for the collection of their child in the event of illness during
the school day. However it is recognised that there may be difficulties for
some parents due to distance or lack of transport; head teachers could
facilitate the transport of children in such circumstances.
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10.

General provisions

10.1

If Inverclyde Council decides that a child is eligible to receive transport, in
line with the policy, the mode of transport i.e. bus or taxi, is determined by
Inverclyde Council. Transport is arranged to and from school on a daily
basis in accordance with the school’s opening hours.

10.2

Inverclyde Council will not provide transport outside of these times and,
therefore transport to another educational setting outside the school day
would be the responsibility of the parent. It is also the case that transport
is only provided to and from the pupil’s home address as recorded in the
school’s files.

10.3

If required, it is the parent’s responsibility to bring his or her child to the
vehicle. This also applies for the return journey from school when the
parent will need to be available to collect his or her child from the vehicle.

10.4

Pupils are expected to behave in an acceptable manner whilst travelling
on Council arranged transport. If a pupil's behaviour gives persistent
cause for concern (i.e. threatens the health and safety of themselves,
other pupils, the driver or escort) and all attempts to modify such
behaviour have been resisted, future arrangements for travelling on
Council transport will be subject to a written agreement with the parent.
The Council reserves the right to withdraw arranged transport, including
escort provision, if the behaviour of the pupil jeopardises the safety of the
vehicle occupants.

10.5

All drivers carry an identity card and are subject to an enhanced
disclosure check by Disclosure Scotland.

10.6

All transport escorts (including those provided by a contractor) carry an
identity card and are subject to an enhanced disclosure check by
Disclosure Scotland.

11.

Complaints

11.1

Parents who have concerns or complaints about any aspect of the
provision of mainstream school may contact their child’s school by
telephone giving the details which will then be recorded and submitted
to Strathclyde Partnership for Transport (SPT) using a postcard
system. Parents may also complain direct to SPT in writing to reinforce
their concerns. SPT will respond directly to parents and advise the
school on the outcome of their investigations.

11.2

Complaints received by the Council are passed to SPT and logged,
together with the measures taken to resolve the complaint.
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11.3

In the case of additional support needs contracts, enquiries and
complaints by parents should be directed in the first instance to the
school who will liaise with the appropriate Head of Service. Parents
may also write directly to the appropriate Head of Service who will
respond to them and advise the school on the outcome of his or her
investigations.

12.

Review

12.1

In addition to the continuous monitoring of transport contracts, the
Council will review its transport policy on an annual basis, taking into
account developments such as: the uptake of subsidised transport;
new housing or roads developments; and the maintenance of
acceptable walked routes.

Ruth Binks
Corporate Director
Education, Communities and Organisational Development
August 2021
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APPENDIX 1
SECURING TRANSPORT CONTRACTS AND PROVIDERS
The Council adopts the following procedures in arranging home to
school transport contracts in relation to pupils attending mainstream
provision:

(a) The Council will, in consultation with SPT, draw up the
specification for each transport contract and invite tenders from
transport operators by a stated date and time in advance of the
starting date.
(b) On receipt of all tenders by the stated cut-off point, the authority
will accept in all but the most exceptional circumstances (which
will require to be reported to and accepted by committee) the
lowest tender.
(c) The successful contractor will be notified by SPT and, after the
appropriate checks have been made and in full discussion with
the education authority and SPT, parents will be notified of the
detailed arrangements for the transportation of pupils who
qualify for free school transport.
(d) It is expected that SPT would take account of a number of
additional factors when advising on the allocations of contracts,
including recent performances on contracts, safety and
maintenance records, insurance checks and disclosure records.

In the case of children with additional support needs, the above
procedures will be followed but the responsibility for drawing up the
specification, arranging contracts and communication with parents lies
with the education department with no involvement of SPT.
The precise mode of transport will be decided by the successful
contractor, in discussion with the education authority and SPT where
appropriate, taking all circumstances into account. Transport will be
provided by any, or a combination, of the following:


Dedicated school contract bus. This is a service provided solely
for use for pupils.



Bus pass on local public service bus. This can either be a
commercial service or subsidised local service, such as a
demand response service, also carrying of the public. It may be
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possible for parents to purchase privilege seats on such a
contract where space is available.


Train pass on service train



Taxi or private hired cars, mini-buses and boats



The Council’s own school transport vehicles.

2. CONTRACTUAL CONDITIONS
All transport operators who are successful in securing school transport
contracts are issued with a set of ‘Conditions of Contract’ which are
legally binding on both the contractor and the authority. These
conditions state clearly the contractor’s and Inverclyde Council’s rights
and responsibilities. The main aspects covered include:

Detailed arrangements for the operation of the contract.



Administrative and financial arrangements.



Transport safety.



Vehicle specifications/modification/manoeuvres.



Registration documents/insurance policies/MOT certificates.



Disclosure checks for drivers and escorts.



Drivers of mainstream small capacity vehicles (taxis/cars) are
also subject to disclosure checks.



Cancellation of contracts (breach of contractual conditions).



Entitlement to termination of contracts.



Emergency procedures.



Accident reporting procedures.



Personnel on additional support needs vehicle carry vehicle and
personnel identification.

Leaflets on school transport provision are available from Education
Services and are provided to schools for issue to parents and carers
before the start of the school session.
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3. CONTRACT MONITORING
SPT is responsible for placing primary and secondary school contracts
and for their day-to-day operation.
SPT actively monitors the
performance of mainstream school contracts through the deployment
of a team of specialist inspectors.
Meetings should take place regularly involving the Head of Service
(transport) and the appropriate SPT staff to discuss the operation and
monitoring of school contracts. To assist its monitoring, SPT welcomes
the intimation of any issues of concern by schools or by parents.
The Head of Service with responsibility for school transport will meet
on a yearly basis with SPT Officers. Education officers also attend
liaison meetings with SPT in their Glasgow Office.
Expectations of Contractors
All contractors are expected to:
a. Meet the contract specification for which they tender in full,
including picking up/setting down times, capacity required and
being stationary before the close of school if school grounds or
turning areas adjacent to school are used;
b. Comply with conditions of the contract in full.
Failure to Meet Requirements
This is likely to result in the issue of a letter of which, if not challenged
or explained satisfactorily within 5 days, will be recorded as a formal
warning against the contractor’s performance on the contract in
question which will result in non payment for that run/day.
In exceptional circumstances of negligence by the contractor, contracts
may be cancelled with due period of notice.
Vehicle Timetable
Tender specifications normally allow a 10 minute time band within
which pupils must be picked up or set down with the middle of that
band being the preferred time. No action is generally taken against a
contractor who operates within 2 or 3 minutes of the 10 minute band.
There is therefore considerable leeway within which contractors can
operate.
In the case of additional support need contracts, the appropriate Head
of Service will be responsible for the monitoring of contracts and for
their day-to-day operation. However, it may be possible in a limited
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number of special circumstances to seek the assistance of the
specialist inspectors employed by SPT
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APPENDIX 2
CODES OF CONDUCT
1.

DRIVERS/ESCORTS
a) Mainstream School Transport
All transport operators involved in school contracts must ensure
that drivers and attendants are suitably briefed in relation to the
safety of passengers
in normal operation and in
emergency/unforeseen circumstances.
All drivers on
mainstream contracts should be issued with the appropriate
code of conduct. The leaflet ‘Code of Conduct for Drivers of
School Transport’ by SPT is provided to contractors.
b) Additional Support Needs Transport
All operators must ensure that drivers and escorts are suitably
briefed in normal operation and in emergency/unforeseen
circumstances. However, the authority expects that particular
care will be exercised by drivers and escorts on additional
support needs contracts.
They are also issued with the
appropriate code of conduct leaflet from SPT.

2.

PUPILS
The responsibility of ensuring safe and acceptable behaviour remains
with the parents of a pupil travelling on a school transport vehicle.
Misbehaviour or action which could put the safety of others at risk may
result in the pupil losing the right to free transport.
In circumstances where a child’s behaviour is unacceptable, the driver
may retain the child’s ticket/pass for identification purposes. The
incident will then be reported to the driver’s supervisor. Details will be
sent to the Head Teacher of the school who will invite the parents to an
interview for assurance on their child’s good conduct prior to the return
of the ‘free’ travel pass. During this period, the parents will be
responsible for making their own arrangements for the attendance of
their child at school.
In cases of serious misbehaviour, the Head Teacher can still exercise
his or her right to have regard to the discipline policy of the school
including the facility to implement Revised Standard Circular 2.10.
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3. VOLUNTEER DRIVERS OF SELF-DRIVE MINIBUSES
Volunteer drivers must adhere to the code of conduct issued by SPT
for drivers of vehicles supporting free school transport. It is the
responsibility of the driver for the condition of the vehicle and safe
transport of their passengers.
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Appendix 3
SPT CODE OF CONDUCT for drivers and attendants of
school transport
Operators must ensure that drivers and attendants are suitably
briefed on the action to take in the circumstances set out below.
Safety during normal operation.
1.

Drivers MUST:

1.1

Carry out a pre-service inspection of their vehicle and record
same before the vehicle is used to fulfil a contract

1.2

Comply with the Highway Code, drive in a courteous manner
and adhere to speed limits.

1.3

Approach each pick-up and drop-off point slowly and with care
keeping the doors closed until the vehicle has come to a
complete standstill.

1.4

Ensure that doors are properly closed, and that no coats, bags,
etc. are caught in the mechanism of the door from inside or
outside and that all pupils are seated before moving off. Check
the nearside mirror every time before moving.

1.5

Pay particular attention to nearside mirrors in case latecomers
attempt to board.

1.6

Discourage pupils from crossing in front of the vehicle.

1.7

Ensure that all pupils are picked up and set down at a suitable
and safe place, paying special attention to any hazards, traffic or
obstructions.

1.8

Ensure that the number of passengers does not exceed the
permitted seating capacity of the vehicle.

1.9

Ensure that all doors and emergency exits are fully operational
and remain free of any obstruction, giving a clear exit in case of
emergency.

1.10

Endeavour to ensure that pupils remain seated with seatbelts
fastened whilst travelling. If pupils do not wear seatbelts, this
must be brought to the attention of the head teacher as a matter
of urgency.

1.11

Ensure that where child proof locks are fitted to a vehicle that
the locks are in the “child safe” position throughout the journey.
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1.12

Immediately advise their supervisor of any difficulties on the route
regarding road-works, parking or traffic volumes etc which would
cause difficulty in maintaining the timetable.

1.13

Fully co-operate at all times with all representatives of SPT,
councils, DVSA and Police Scotland.

1.14

Avoid physical contact with pupils. Maintain a courteous and
professional relationship with pupils avoiding inappropriate
language and topics of conversation at all times and never engage
in personal telephone, text, email or social media contact with
pupils.

2.

Escorts MUST:

2.1

Ensure pupil safety when boarding or alighting and be at or near the
entrance/exit at these times.

2.2

Assist the driver in ensuring that before moving off, all doors are
properly closed and no coats, bags, etc. are caught in the mechanism
of the door from inside or outside.

2.3

Discourage children from crossing in front of the vehicle.

2.4

Assist the driver in ensuring that the number of passengers does not
exceed the permitted number.

2.5

Ensure that all doors and emergency exits remain free of any
obstruction, giving a clear exit in the case of emergency.

2.6

Ensure that pupils remain seated with seatbelts fastened whilst
travelling.

2.7

Monitor both the upper and lower decks throughout the journey.

2.8

Not stand beside the driver whilst the vehicle is in motion or obstruct
his view through the windscreen.

2.9

Not converse with the driver except when it is necessary for the safety
of the pupils.

2.10

Be aware of the legal responsibilities for the wearing of seatbelts on
school transport vehicles which vary depending on the type of vehicle
and the age of the pupils. If difficulties are experienced in gaining
cooperation from pupils in the wearing of seatbelts then the problem
must be reported to the child’s head teacher in writing through the
management of the company.
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2.11

Fully co-operate at all times with all representatives of SPT, councils,
DVSA and Police Scotland.

2.12

Avoid physical contact with pupils. Maintain a courteous and
professional relationship with pupils avoiding inappropriate language
and topics of conversation at all times and never engage in personal
telephone, text, email or social media contact with pupils.

3.

Seating arrangements and wearing of seat belts in motor cars

3.1

Drivers must be aware of the legal and contractual responsibilities for
the wearing of seatbelts on school transport vehicles. These
responsibilities vary depending on the type of vehicle and the age and
height of the pupils. If difficulties are experienced in gaining
cooperation from pupils in the wearing of seatbelts then the problem
should be reported to the child’s head teacher in writing through the
management of the company.

3.2

In all cases seatbelts appropriate to the child’s size must be used
including, if necessary, booster cushions.

3.3

On primary school contracts children should not occupy the front seat
of the vehicle unless the rear seats are occupied. The eldest child
should sit in the front seat wherever practicable.

4.

Safety in case of breakdown or accident

4.1

In case of breakdown or accident resulting in the vehicle being
unable to be moved, the driver will normally instruct the pupils on the
vehicle to stay on the vehicle. The driver may only leave the vehicle
to summon assistance and then, only in the event of the failure of the
mobile phone or radio on the vehicle.

4.2

Where contracts use motorways, specific instructions may be issued by
SPT which MUST be followed.

5.

Adverse weather and other conditions jeopardising a journey

5.1

In such conditions, drivers MUST liaise with Head Teachers to ensure
the children are safe.

5.2

In periods of snow, ice, flooding or other adverse weather, the driver
must use discretion to decide whether a road is passable or not. The
driver should endeavour to choose a route which gives the greatest
number of children a reasonable opportunity of getting to school safely.
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5.3

At their discretion drivers may abandon a morning journey. In such an
event, the driver will contact the head teacher for further instructions
and inform SPT.

5.4

On homeward journeys pupils shall only be set down at their normal
vehicle set down point. If it is likely that the vehicle will be unable to
take the pupils to that point, contingency plans must be made with the
head teacher.

5.5

In the event that transport becomes stuck because of blocked roads,
children shall be instructed to stay on the vehicle until alternative
arrangements can be made.

6.

Misbehaviour by pupils on transport

6.1

The driver or escort should warn the pupil about their behaviour
and ask them to stop. It may be that this will be sufficient action.

6.2

In the case of more serious misbehaviour or repeated misbehaviour,
drivers should take all reasonable steps to identify the pupil concerned.
The driver may request the assistance of senior pupils on the bus to
identify the pupil responsible for the misbehaviour and may ask for and
retain the pupil’s season ticket or pass as proof of identity. Having
identified the pupil, the driver should report the incident to the head
teacher and to their supervisor.

6.3

A supervisor receiving a report of misbehaviour must send the details
directly to the Head Teacher concerned, together with any ticket or
pass taken from the pupil. SPT must also be advised if it is considered
that the misbehaviour causes a risk to the safety of passengers.

6.4

A driver or escort shall not remove a pupil from a vehicle for
misbehaviour. In a severe case of misbehaviour which affects the
safety of other passengers on the vehicle or the vehicle itself, the driver
should seek assistance from other bus company staff, school staff or
Police Scotland by any reasonable means.

6.5

As well as behaviour which is disruptive to other passengers, drivers
are asked so far as is possible to note any incidents of bullying
amongst pupils and to report problems of this kind to the head teacher
at the earliest opportunity.

6.6

Should a pupil or pupils leave the vehicle in the course of a journey
prior to arrival at school, the driver must report this to the head
teacher immediately upon arriving at the school.
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7.

Refusal of Transport

7.1

Under no circumstances will pupils be refused transport
express prior permission of the relevant council or SPT.

8.

Tickets or Passes

8.1

Where pupils have been issued with a ticket or pass to show their
entitlement to travel on the Contract, a pupil claiming to be travelling
to or from school shall not be refused travel where they are unable to
produce their pass.

8.2

Where a pupil who has been issued with a pass regularly refuses to
display a pass on boarding this must be reported to the head teacher.

9.

Carriage of unauthorised persons.

9.1

For the avoidance of doubt, the only persons who may board the
vehicle are those pupils entitled to travel on the contract. No
unauthorised person, including parents of pupils may board the vehicle
whilst it is on contract to the council.

10.

Smoking

10.1

As required by legislation, smoking is not permitted on vehicles at any
time including by drivers or escorts. Drivers and escorts must ensure
that this is enforced. For the avoidance of doubt, the use of electronic
or vapour cigarettes is similarly prohibited.

without

the
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APPENDIX 4
COMPLAINTS PROCEDURE
It is most important for parents to have the opportunity to ask questions
about eligibility of their child for free transport and they should be
invited to contact the appropriate Head of Service.
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